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TECHKICAL REPORT 

February 15. 1953 

Contract H-onr (660(00)) 
HHO (170-176) 

Human Dynamics Laboratory 

University of Chicago 

w~J   C/ui      Progress  to date —as referred  to statement of alms,  February 15,  1952 

Trnhninil Urn* 
The enclosed document is the first outline draft of a monograph in preparation. 

This monograph will nark the completion of the first major phase of the contract 
work; the development of techniques for the study of interaction in groups. 

Oar techniques are: 
a) a method cf sequential graphic analysis of group process, conceptualised 

as a continually fluctuating relationship between *work" and "emotionality"; 
b) a method of uncovering factors representing comnunalities in self-perception 

among group memberst  and providing a picture of group structure from which 
prediction of major areas of group process problems is possible; and 

c) a method of acsssBing the "valencies" of individuals and groups tovard 
"work" and the various "emotionalities, and from which probable roles of 
individuals in groups can be roughly predicted If the task is defined. 

Following the study of four human relations training groups (Bethel "I"  groups),. 
a tentative set of principles for training in such groups was formulated.  This 
winter we proceeded to test them by application to a training group in the laboratory. 
Certain clarifications resulted.  we are now completing the write-up of the assumptions 
and principles for this "inductive laboratory-type* training and of a case 9tudy which 
pretty clesrly exemplifies coneieteat use of these principles• 

tf6 now ar^ ready to return to tha data on the four original groups, sad, through 
application of the techniques indicated above, to penetrate further into the dynamics 
of the groups during each of the major types of "interaction units" identified by our 
method of unitiring. This "penetration" is ezpectec to shed new light on the 
processes of training in such groups. 

ponceptual A^ms: 

Progress in the above two areas has resulted in a great deal of clarification 
and re-organization of the basic theoretical framework adopted for this study in 1951- 
The monograph on methods will present the present formulation of basic thesxy 
(following Bion) as clarified through our work on techniques and training. 

• 

Next steps include revision of and addition  to  the list of hypotheses given in 
last years  technical  report,,  and  the systematic U3B of our instruments for the testing 
of those hypotheses utilising present data pluB data from the new experiments 
indicated beiov:     fc*iri»i»»! and addition  to  theory will  result. 
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H^  Project Personnel    (July lr 1952 - June }0, 1953) 

Principal Investigator: Herbert A. Thelen 
Director, Human Dynamics Laboratory 

Project Director:       Dorothy Stock 
(post-doctoral). Joiaed staff October i. r„->2* 

Project Assistants:     Saul Ben-Z«ev 
Ida Heints (beginning October 1, 1952)* 
31 Jl Hill  (beginning October 1. 195C')' 

It ie expected to continue the study through next year along the lines 
indicated above:  The projects through which this will be arranged are: 

1-  Taa Influence of sub-groups on participation In human relations training grouos 

This study concerns itself with the relationships which obtain bstveen three 
types of sub-group structures: phanoaenological sub-groups (sub-groups composed of 
members having similar self-concepts regarding their reactions to a variety of group 
situations); sociometrlc sub-groups; and behavioral sub-groups.  The subjects for thie 
study will be one of the Bethel training grouoa.. for whom the following data is 
available: Q-sort self-descriptions: behavioral data (collected by means of the 
observational system described in 1B(1), above); and sociometrlc data (three 
sociometrlc questions were administered to each member of the group after each meeting) 
Th« Q sort data will be analysed and as much Information as possible derived from 
this data concerning phenomenological sub-groupings, On the basis of this informallor 
predictions will be made to the oihrnr  kinds of sub-groups and will be checked against 
the data- A number of specific hypotheses have been identified.  Some of these are: 
In behavioral units which involve group decision there will be at least one 
contributor representing each of the phenomenological sub-groups; affiliation will be 
most apparent during periods in which work has given way to emotionality; sss&r-rs 
belonging to tho same phenomenological sub-group will choose each other 
Bociometrically more often than by chance 

2.  The influence of group composition on the ouftllty of work, the emotional 
characteristics of the proup. and th* character of the work-emotionality 

This research involves setting up a controlled laboratory experiment in which 
task, leadership, and tiue is held constant  for a number of groupst but group 
coapoiltion or membership is, systematically varied-  The Oroup Sentence Completion 
* These people were all part of the original staff of the project, beginning in 

April, 1951-  They were away during the summor.  The three non-PhD's are working 
up theses in connection witn this project, 

A variety of part-time help has been employed for specific routine Jobs; ft fv:ll-time 
secretary has been employed since November 1?, 1952, 
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Teat aw! the self-reforest Q-aort will be administered tc a large number of subject*. 
^ch parson will be described in terse of his valencies for the various emotional 
modalities and for work. On th« basis of this analysis individuals will be chosen 
who have strong valencies toward dependency; toward counterdependency; and ai?o soso 
who are strongly conflicted in the depend ency-oountardepeodency area. Six groups 
of S or 6 persons each will be composed on the basis of this information • Two of 
the six groups will be compost of persons with strong valencies for operating in a 
dependency culture; two will incline persons with strong coucterdependency tendencies; 
and two will be composed of oersons conflicts in thia area. Each group will be 
presented with the aaae task and observers -ill graph the resulting interactions. 
Observers may also be ashed to describe each group by meane of a group Q-sort 
(to be developed). These two devices will T>*rniit one to identify the quality of 
work, the emotional characteristics of the group, and the work-emotionality 
relationships for each group. The six groups will be compared and their characteristics 
will be related to the original composition of the group. 

3-  Shifts in group structure occurring during the course of a training KTOUP. 

*• know from preliminary research that a training group, by its third week* 
exhibits a well-defined. Internal structure. However we do not know whether this 
structure was present from the beginning of the group, whether it developed as a 
result of the common group experience, or whether it was potentially present in the 
beginning but took its sneelfic form in response to certain elements of the group 
experience. This research is un attempt to gnther data relevant to theso questions. 
The '-i-sort procedure described in 13(6), above, >eroits one to identify group 
structure in the following terms: the number of phenomenolo£ical sub-types present 
in the group; their work and emotionality characteristics; and the distribution 
of the membership among these sub-types. The present research requires administering 
tho i>-sort after the first group meeting and again at the close of the group experience 
actor analysis will bo applied to the two populations of sorts, and the results 

compared, The following kinds of cnangea (if they occur) can be identified: changes 
in the number of sub-types; changes in the work-eaotlocality characteristics of the 
sub-types; changes in membership in the sub-types. Some specific hypotheses are: 
change will occur in the direction of greater cohesiveness; each sub-type will Maintain 
its essential emotional characteristics tut will shift in the direction of greater 
integration of work with emotionality; the group as a whole will become in certain 
respects aore like the sub-group which was numerically dominant in the beginning 
of the group; the group as a whole will become aioro like the leader. 

*•  The analysis of disonaiona of interaction 

Aftor we have a collection of several hundred units of interaction, we shall 
investigate the differences and similarities araon*; different values of work, 
emotionality, and work-emotionality. Aaon-- th«se dimensions for study are: 
particination T>a-ternsB kinds of behaviors characteristic of these unit values, nature 
of lender participation, and a variety of  aituational factors; clarity of definition 
of goals, requirements of the situation for self-and group oriented remarks, extent 
to which commitment to action is implied in the task, difficulty of the task 
(as related to competence), lival of abstraction of the argument, and the like.  It is 
hoped from this tnalynis that we con identify a rather limited set of dimensions 
for description of group interaction within a situation. 
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Th« study above leads into the possibilities of producing a typ£»l:«gr 
of training situations: ton exploring for interest versus the planning f*v :•'•ated 
eb)v:«i/es versus deciding on £oal«» and the like. It is expected that - :e?* will 
be fouid typical d/a«siics associated with each of these sorts of tasks. 'ifco study 
oontooplates first, the identification of types cf situations in terse of the 
typical dynaalca of these situations, and second the analysis of train!u& aetds 
in aacn type of situation. This will yield considerable clarification ef 
the trainer role because it will relate his role to (dynamically descried 
group* situations rather than to general psychological theory about process. 
Of particular interest, also, vill be the analysie of the relationship 
between trainer behavior and the initiation,, maintenacce, and termination 
of the varloue altuationally referred types of dynamics In thn group* 

Herbert A* Thalon 
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